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UK Protect 

Counter Terrorism Police and local forces work throughout the year with event organisers, partners and commercial 

organisations across the country to give advice and guidance on safety and security measures, taking into account any 

specific intelligence and the wider threat.  

With events being organised for people to enjoy the European football matches together over the coming days, we 

are asking businesses to remind their staff and customers to be vigilant.  

 

 

 

 

 

The following is public messaging that businesses can use in their own communications 

Help us to keep these events safe by reminding people to be vigilant for anyone or anything that looks out of place or 

suspicious and reporting it to a member of staff, security or police.  

As with any busy area, police are encouraging everyone to remain alert while out and about, and to report anything 

suspicious immediately to police, security or staff. You can also get in touch to report anything suspicious                

confidentially via www.gov.uk/ACT or 0800 789 321. In an emergency always call 999.  

More information on what to look out for and how to contact police can be found at our Action Counters Terrorism 

website www.gov.uk/ACT .  

More specialist security advice for different sectors is available from the Crowded Places Guidance.  

 

Action Counters Terrorism (ACT) e-Learning is an innovative 45-minute training            

programme that could help prevent terror attacks. The tool, developed to provide       

nationally accredited counter terrorism guidance helps industry better understand, and 

mitigate against, current terrorist methodology. Free to use, the package can be divided 

into short sections to suit business needs and it can take just three quarters of an hour 

to complete – 45 vital minutes that could save lives.  

The ACT 2018 campaign was implemented to reinforce one particular message, that communities defeat terrorism.                   

We encourage businesses to apply for registration and make use of this free resource. 

For more information, please visit the National Counter Terrorism Security Office website here. 
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